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The ^Boston Symphony Orchestra

WILL GIVE THE FIRST CONCERT IN NEW YORK CITY

FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE ORCHESTRA'S

PENSION FUND

IN CARNEGIE HALL

WEDNESDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY 10th, at 8.45

SERGE KOUSSEVITZKY

announces Mendelssohn's "Italian" Symphony and the Fourth

Symphony of Tchaikovsky.

JASCHA HEIFETZ

will be the soloist, appearing with the orchestra in Mendelssohn's

Violin Concerto.

Tickets are now on sale at the Box-Office, Carnegie Hall
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WIVES and WILLS

Many a wife assumes that if anything should happen

to her husband, she will receive his entire estate.

However, unless he leaves a will this is rarely true.

If no will is left, an estate is distributed according to

the laws of this state, which provide that the wife

will receive only one-third of the estate if a child or

children survive and only a little more than half of

the estate if there is no issue, but a parent or

parents survive.

The law is made to cover most conditions in a gen-

eral way. It cannot possibly meet all of the needs

of each individual case. If applied to your affairs, it

may work hardship or injustice.

It is important that a husband make a will and that

he name a well-qualified executor-trustee to relieve

the members of his family of the many intricate duties

involved in settling an estate.

Our officers will be glad to discuss this important

subject with you and point out to you the advantages

of naming this company as your executor and trustee.

THE TRAVELERS BANK & TRUST COMPANY
HARTFORD -:- -:- -:- CONNECTICUT
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Boston Symphony Orchestra
SERGE KOUSSEVITZKY, Conductor

SECOND CONCERT
WEDNESDAY EVENING, January (3, at 8:15 o'clock

Programme

Foote Suite in E major, Op. 63, for String Orchestra

I. Prelude
II. Pizzicato and Adagietto

III. Fugue

MacDowell .Concerto for Pianoforte and Orchestra, No. 2,

in D minor. Op. 23
I. Larghetto calmato

II. Presto giocoso

III. Largo; molto allegro

INTERMISSION

Rimsky-Korsakov Symphonic Suite, "Scheherazade*' (after "The
Thousand Nights and a Night"), Op. 35

I. The Sea and Sindbad's Ship
II. The Story of the Kalandar Prince

III. The Young Prince and the Young Princess

IV. Festival at Baghdad. The Sea. The Ship goes to Pieces on a Rock
surmounted by a Bronze Warrior. Conclusion

SOLOIST

JESUS MARIA SANROMA

STEINWAY PIANO
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SUITE, E MAJOR, Op. 63, for String Orchestra

By Arthur Foote

Born at Salem, Mass., March 5, 1853

This suite was composed in 1907, but with a different second move-

ment — the "Pizzicato" having been added in 1908. The first per-

formance was given at the Boston Symphony concerts, Max Fiedler

conducting, on April 16, 1909. The work was published in that year

with a dedication to Mr. Fiedler.

The following description of the score was furnished by Mr. Foote

when the suite was first performed.

"The Prelude, E major, 2-2, is brief, and is based throughout on
the first phrase of eight notes; it is of flowing melodic character, with
much imitation among the several voices.

"The Pizzicato, A minor, 6-8, is continuously so; it is interrupted

by an Adagietto, F major, 3-4, which is played with the bow (arco),

the instruments being muted.
"The Fugue is in E minor, 4-4, and is pretty thoroughly planned

out, with a long pedal point just at the last return of the theme; there

are no inversions or augmentations, etc. The first four notes of the

theme are heard often by themselves, and, if those notes are observed

by the listener at their first entrances, the fugue will be very clear at

first hearing."

Arthur Foote is numbered among the New England composers who
took their first musical instruction under John Knowles Paine at

Harvard College. After graduation he studied organ and piano with

B. J. Lang. From 1878 until 1910 he was organist of the First Uni-

tarian Church in Boston. As pianist, also, he has appeared publicly

on many occasions. But his principal interest has always been in the

realm of composition. His list of works is considerable, including

besides orchestral scores a large amount of chamber music: Violin

Sonata in G minor (1890); Piano Quartet (1891); String Quartet

(1894); Quintet (1898); Piano Trio (1909). His songs, which have

enjoyed a considerable popularity, almost reach the number of 150.

There are several works for chorus and orchestra, notably "The Fare-

well of Hiawatha," "The Wreck of the Hesperus," and "The Skeleton

in Armor"; also music for chorus with piano accompaniment or a

capella, showing an interest in this field which dates perhaps from the

time when, as an undergraduate, he conducted the Harvard Glee Club.

Orchestral works which have been performed at these concerts are:

the overture, "In the Mountains"; Suite for strings in D major, No. 2;
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Symphonic Prologue, "Francesca da Rimini"; Suite in D minor; Four
character pieces; and "A Night Piece" for flute and strings.

In "Our American Music," John Tasker Howard makes this esti-

mate of the man and his music:

"He has made a handsome contribution to American music. He has
been substantial, reliable, workmanlike and, most important, agree-

able. As a writer in 'The Art of Music' puts it, 'His music is the pure
and perfectly formed expression of a nature at once refined and imagi-

native.' He has been at work for many years, and he has written much.
He has belonged to the Boston of the '90's, where most of the com-
posers of that time worked and met each other for exchange of ideas —
Chadwick, Parker, Whiting, MacDowell, Nevin, Mrs. Beach, Converse,

Johns, and their artistic parent, John K. Paine. He has seen the musi-

cal idols of one period after another thrown down and broken. Why,
in his later years, should he become excited over Schoenberg or Stra-

vinsky? As an early devotee of Brahms and Wagner, he had his fill of

innovations in his youth. He at least has the satisfaction of knowing
that confidence in his early Gods was well placed."

<^£Ky^>

"ii 1 iniiiiiiiiiiii mm mil i i mini i mini mi"
-

"HEADING SOUTH"

-CLOTHES FOR SUN-SEA-AND SHIPS-CORRECT

AS GOOD SPORTS CLOTHES MUST BE — BUT

WITH SOMETHING MORE BESIDES— THE ENTIRE

COLLECTION A SATISFYING EXPRESSION OF

ORIGINALITY THAT NEVER TRANSGRESSES THE

RULE OF PERFECT SPORTS CLOTHES-THAT

THEY MUST FIRST OF ALL-BE RIGHT—

Edward Hurwitch*
One Hundred and Ten Pratt Street

Hartford Connecticut
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EDWARD MacDOWELL
Born in New York, December 18, 1861; died there, January 23, 1908

The seventy-fifth anniversary of MacDowell's birth recalls the long

association of the composer with this orchestra. From the time that

he returned to America and made Boston his home in 1888, his music

has often appeared upon the programmes of the symphony concerts.

The list follows:

1889, April 12.

1890, January 10.

1891, October 23.

1892, November 18.

1893, January 27.

1895, January 31.

1895, October 25.

1897, December 3.

1898, December 2.

1899. March 17.

1902, January 3.

1906, March 23.

1907, April 5.

!907. December 13.

1908, January 3.

1908, March 6.

1908, October 23.

^s. February 28.

!9i5> April 23.

1916, February 25.

1 9 1 7- November 16.

W9' May 2.

!9!9. December 19.

!923' January 26.

!932. December 9.

1936, December 18.

Concerto No. 2, D minor, Op. 23 (Edward MacDowell,
soloist). Wilhelm Gericke, conductor.

"Launcelot and Elaine," Symphonic Poem, Op. 25. Arthur
Nikisch, conductor.

Suite in A minor, Op. 42. Arthur Nikisch, conductor.

Concerto No. 1 in A minor, Op. 15 (Edward MacDowell,
soloist). Arthur Nikisch, conductor.

"Hamlet" and "Ophelia," Two Poems, Op. 22. Arthur
Nikisch, conductor.

"Indian" Suite in E minor, Op. 48. Emil Paur, conductor.

Suite in A minor. Arthur Nikisch, conductor.

Concerto No. 2 (Edward MacDowell, soloist); and the
"Indian" Suite. Emil Paur, conductor.

"Launcelot and Elaine." Wilhelm Gericke, conductor.

Concerto No. 2 (Teresa Carreno, soloist). Wilhelm Gericke,
conductor.

"Indian" Suite. Wilhelm Gericke, conductor.

"Launcelot and Elaine." Wilhelm Gericke, conductor.

"Indian" Suite. Karl Muck, conductor.

Suite in A minor. Karl Muck, conductor.

Concerto No. 2 (Carreno, soloist). Karl Muck, conductor.

"Indian" Suite, Symphonic Poem. Karl Muck, conductor.

"Lamia" (posthumous). Max Fiedler, conductor.

"Indian" Suite. Karl Muck, conductor.

"Indian" Suite. Karl Muck, conductor.

Suite in A minor. Karl Muck, conductor.

"Indian" Suite. Karl Muck, conductor.

Suite in A minor. Henri Rabaud, conductor.

Concerto No. 2 (Leo Ornstein, soloist). Pierre Monteux,
conductor.

"Indian" Suite. Pierre Monteux, conductor.

"Hamlet" and "Ophelia." Serge Koussevitzky, conductor.

Concerto No. 2. (Howard Goding, soloist).
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The gentleman on the horse (as

you may have suspected) is no other
than Paul Revere in person . . . an-
nouncing the coming of the British

to The Copley-Plaza. The horse, of

course, is Paul's horse.

If you think the doorman should register more excitement at the news,
that's just because you don't understand that the British are not alone
in their choice of this distinguished hotel in historical Copley Square. Im-
portant personages from practically every country in the world have, at

one time or another, lived at The Coplev-Plaza.

In a word, the British (and other arrivals) have a delightful experience
in store for them ... in fact, one delightful experience after another.

The Address Itself Is a Distinguished One
It represents gentle living in the quiet of New England's oldest traditions.

The Setting—Like a Page from History
Phillips Brooks' famous Old Trinity Church, the celebrated Boston Puhlic
Library, brilliant Commonwealth Avenue are its closest neighbors.

The Rooms Are The Essence of Quiet Comfort
— peaceful . . . spacious . . . airy . . . with luxurious beds and restful

chairs . . . gracious, charming rooms . . . that you can "live in" . . . yet

so moderately priced. Single rooms, $4.00; Double, $6.00; Suites, $10.00.

All with bath.

As For Food

—

The cuisine of The Copley-Plaza is known around the world . . . Carlo,

creator of dishes that are poems of perfection, is responsible for them.
And the gay, modern Merry-Go-Round cocktail bar will make your
troubles vanish into thin air.

Spread the alarm, Paul Reverel

ARTHUR L. RACE, Managing Director

The COPLEY-PLAZA, Boston
Illustrated Folder on Request.
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CONCERTO NO. 2, D minor, for Pianoforte and Orchestra,
Op. 23

By Edward MacDowell
Born in New York, December 18, 1861; died there January 23, 1908

When Edward MacDowell went to Europe to study piano at the

age of fifteen, he had no other aim than to become a virtuoso,

and with this purpose worked for two years at the Paris Conservatory,

and two more (with Carl Heymann) in the Conservatory at Frank-

fort. He acquired a skill sufficient to meet the pressing problems of

livelihood by giving lessons of his own, and at length reached the

point where he became an effective interpreter of his own music upon
the concert platform. As a student no one had thought of him as a

composer. Even from childhood he had been in the habit of impro-

vising, or privately noting his musical thoughts, just as he had been

in the habit of making very clever sketches of people and things about

him. As he remarked later of his earliest compositions, written on the

train between Frankfort and Darmstadt, where he gave lessons, "I

would not have changed a note in one of them for untold gold, and

inside I had the greatest love for them; but the idea that anyone else

might take them seriously had never occurred to me." MacDowell is

described by those who knew him as a constant dreamer, quiet-man-

nered, and shy, publicly diffident though personally sociable. Surely

not the pattern for a virtuoso. That he attained a very considerable

proficiency as a pianist was probably due to a combination of sound
musical instincts and an exceeding conscientiousness and perseverance.

It was Joachim Raff, head of the Conservatory at Frankfort, who
first urged him to look toward the creative side of his art. Raff goaded
him into completing a concerto, and sent him in 1882 to Liszt at

Weimar with the new manuscript (the First Piano Concerto) under

his arm. Liszt praised the work with comforting enthusiasm, especially

commending the boldness and originality of harmonic treatment.*

This benefactor of musical youth at once arranged for MacDowell to

play his first "Modern Suite" for the piano at a musical convention

in Zurich. Stimulated by this sudden, if passing public attention, Mac-

Dowell mingled still more composition with his teaching in the en-

suing years.

He returned to America in the summer of 1884 to marry his former

pupil at Frankfort, Miss Marian Nevins, and the young couple at once

sailed for London. There MacDowell was so impressed by Shake-

spearean performances of Henry Irving and Ellen Terry that he

drafted a pair of Symphonic Poems, "Hamlet and Ophelia," and also

* Fourteen '-ears before, another obscure young man had sought Liszt out, submitting a

piano concerto of his own, and receiving warm encouragement. It was Eduard Grieg.
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sketched another, which was to be called "Beatrice and Benedick."

This last was destined to become the nucleus for the scherzo ol tin-

Second Piano Concerto. Settling in Germany once more, he worked

upon the concerto in Frankfort in the winter of 1884—85, and com-

pleted it later in 1885 at Wiesbaden.

MacDowell, whose music was finding increasing recognition on both

sides of the ocean, returned to America in 1888, and on March 5 of

the following year played in the first public performance of the Second

Concerto at Chickering Hall, New York, with the orchestra of Theo-

dore Thomas. Tchaikovsky's Fifth Symphony had its first American

performance at the same concert, but such an impression did the

young man make with his exciting score that Henry E. Krehbiel was

intrigued into writing that he had "derived keener pleasure from the

work of the young American than from the experienced and famous

Russian." MacDowell performed his concerto at a Boston Symphony

Concert (under Wilhelm Gericke) in the following month (April 13),

and his success was no less marked. Again he played it in Paris on

July 12, at a concert of American works, Mr. Van der Stucken con-

ducting. He again performed it with the Boston Symphony Orchestra,

December 4, 1897.

Teresa Carreno, who had taught MacDowell piano when he was a

AFTER THE SHOW

THE PLACE TOGO--

The

HOTEL BOND
Dancing and Entertainment

Nightly

Willard B. Rogers

President and General Manager
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small boy, played the concerto at Boston Symphony concerts on March
18, 1899, and January 4, 1908.

The Concerto is dedicated to Mme. Carreno. It is scored for wood
winds in twos, four horns, two trumpets, three trombones, timpani,
and strings. The first movement, which might be called the slow move-
ment of the concerto, larghetto calmato, opens in D minor with the

second theme used as an introduction and stated softly at first by the

muted strings. There is also a solo passage of flourishing chords and
arpeggios. The main body of the movement brings in the principal
theme first given to the solo instrument. There is considerable develop-
ment and a pianissimo close in D major.
The second movement, presto giocoso, B-flat major, is scherzo-like

in mood, but is a rondo on three themes: the first stated by the piano
(leggiero) accompanied; the second in syncopated rhythm given to the

orchestral tutti; and the third first set forth by the piano solo. The
last movement has an introductory largo in D minor reminiscent of

the principal theme in the opening movement. The main part of the

movement is in D major, molto allegro, again with three themes — the

first set forth by the wood winds to an accompaniment of rising scale

passages by the pianist; the second, in F major, by the piano sup-

ported by the strings, and the third, in B minor, announced fortissimo

by the orchestra.

JESUS MARIA SANROMA

Jesus Maria Sanroma was born in 1903, in Puerto Rico, of Cata-

lonian parents. He was sent to this country in 1917 by the Puerto

Rican Government to complete his musical education at the New
England Conservatory of Music. Graduating, he won the Mason &
Hamlin prize, and subsequently studied with Mme. Antoinette

Szumowska. He gave local recitals and orchestral appearances, and

in 1926 became the pianist of the Boston Symphony Orchestra.

Sanroma then went abroad, studied with Artur Schnabel in Berlin

and Alfred Cortot in Paris. He also gave recitals in Berlin, Vienna,

London, Paris, Madrid, and Barcelona (making two tours of Spain).

Besides recent recitals and appearances in festivals in America, he

has appeared with the Boston Symphony Orchestra in the first Ameri-

can performances of Toch's Concerto, Stravinsky's Capriccio, Ravel's

Concerto, Honegger's Concertino, and Hill's Concertino.
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"SCH£H£RAZADE," Symphonic; Suite after "The Thoi
Nights and a Night," ()j>. 35

By Nicolas Andrejevitch Rimsky-Korsakov

Born ai Tikhvin, in the governmenl of Novgorod, March 18, 1844; died

June 21, 1908, al St. Petersburg

The development of Rimsky-Korsakov as an orchestral painter Found

a summit of displayful brilliance in the years 1887 and iKKK. "I he

'Capriccio Espagnole,' 'Scheherazade,' and the 'Easter Overture,'" so

the composer has written in his autobiography, "close this period of

my activity, at the end of which my orchestration had rea< hed ;i <<>n-

siderable degree of virtuosity and bright sonority without Wagner's

influence, within the limits of the usual make-up of Glinka's orchestra.

These three compositions also show a considerable falling oil in the

use of contrapuntal devices, which is noticeable alter 'Snyegourochka.'

The place of the disappearing counterpoint is taken by a strong and

virtuoso development of every kind of figuration which sustains the

technical interest of my compositions."

During the winter season, Rimsky-Korsakov worked upon the filling

The Acknowledged House for

SCOTCH TWEEDS
of Character and Quality
Harris, Shetland, Cheviot, Saxony, and other fine quality

materials for your new fall coat, cape coat or
suit . . . We show the largest collection of
genuine Scotch tweeds in this country.

Romanes & Paterson
Edinburgh, Scotlund

581 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON . . IN COPLEY SQUARE

TEL E P H ONE 2-2749

R eic hlin & Levin, Inc.

MANU FACTU RING and
R E T A 1 L FURRIERS
250 TRUMBULL STREET
HARTFORD CONNECTICUT
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out of the opera, "Prince Igor," from the sketches which his friend

Borodin, recently deceased, had left. But he nourished ambitions to

compose two orchestral works of his own — an overture on ritual

melodies from the Russian "Obikhod," and "a composition on the

subject of certain episodes from 'Scheherazade.' " When the summer
season of 1888 brought him his opportunity, he took refuge on the

lakeside estate of a friend, carrying his sketches with him, and com-

pleted both scores. He conducted both at the Russian Symphony Con-

certs in St. Petersburg in the following winter, "with success." "Sche-

herazade" made its way to Boston on April 17, 1897, when it was

performed by this orchestra under the direction of Emil Paur.

Rimsky-Korsakov attached this paragraph to the score:

"The Sultan Schahriar,* persuaded of the falseness and the faith-

lessness of women, has sworn to put to death each one of his wives

after the first night. But the Sultana Scheherazade f saved her life by

interesting him in tales which she told him during one thousand and

one nights. Pricked by curiosity, the Sultan put off his wife's execution

from day to day, and at last gave up entirely his bloody plan.

"Many marvels were told Schahriar by the Sultana Scheherazade.

For her stories the Sultana borrowed from poets their verses, from

folk-songs their words; and she strung together tales and adventures."

The scoring is as follows: piccolo, two flutes, two oboes and English

horn, two clarinets, two bassoons, four horns, two trumpets, three

trombones and tuba, timpani, snare-drum, bass drum, tambourine,

cymbals, triangle, tam-tam, harp and strings. The dedication is to

Vladimir Stassov.

The composer relates how he has attempted to incite the imagina-

tion of his hearers rather than to enchain it by specific episodes:

"The programme I had been guided by in composing 'Scheherazade'

consisted of separate, unconnected episodes and pictures from 'The

Arabian Nights': the fantastic narrative of the Prince Kalandar, the

Prince and the Princess, the Baghdad festival, and the ship dashing

against the rock with the bronze rider upon it. The unifying thread

consisted of the brief introductions to Movements I, II, and IV and

* "Shahryar (Persian), 'City-friend,' was according to the opening tale 'the King of the

Kings of the Banu Sasan in the islands of India and China, a lord of armies and guards

and servants and dependents, in tide of yore and in times long gone before.' "—P. H.

t "Shahr&zad (Persian), 'City-freer,' was in the older version Scheherazade, and both names

are thought to be derived from Shirzad, 'Lion-born.' She was the elder daughter of the

Chief Wazir of King Shahryar and she had 'perused the books, annals and legends of

preceding Kings, and the stories, examples and instances of by-gone men and things ; indeed,

it was said that she had collected a thousand books of histories, relating to antique races

and departed rulers. She had perused the works of the poets and knew them by heart;

she had studied philosophy and the sciences, arts and accomplishments ; and she was
pleasant and polite, wise and witty, well read and well bred.' Tired of the slaughter of

women, she purposed to put an end to the destruction."—P. H.

[12]



the intermezzo in Movement III, written for violin solo, and deline-

ating Scheherazade herself as telling her wondrous tales to the stern

Sultan. The conclusion of Movement IV serves the same artistic

purpose.

"In vain do people seek in my suite leading motives linked always

and unvaryingly with the same poetic ideas and conceptions. On the

contrary, in the majority of cases, all these seeming leit-motives are

nothing but purely musical material, or the given motives for sym-

phonic development. These given motives thread and spread over all

the movements of the suite, alternating and intertwining each with

the other. Appearing as they do each time under different moods, the

self-same motives and themes correspond each time to different images,

actions, and pictures.

"Thus, for instance, the sharply outlined fanfare motive of the

muted trombone and trumpet, which first appears in the Kalandar's

Narrative (Movement II) appears afresh in Movement IV, in the de-

lineation of the doomed ship, though this episode has no connection

with the Kalandar's Narrative. The principal theme of the Kalandar's

Narrative (B minor, 3-4) and the theme of the Princess in Movement
III (B-flat major, 6-8, clarinet) in altered guise and quick tempo

appear as the secondary themes of the Baghdad festival; yet nothing

is said in 'The Arabian Nights' about these persons taking part in the

Escape from winter -

by cruising southward.

INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL SERVICE
993 Farmington Avenue
Telephones 7-2886 &l 3-1371

PERSONALITY . . .

is intangible charm t->t /^"\X7"T?D Q arranged for you

easily recognized in
-LilVO

^y

332 Asylum Street KENNETH T. MACKAY fi/. 7-115
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festivities. The unison phrase, as though depicting Scheherazade's stern

spouse, at the beginning of the suite, appears in the Kalandar's Narra-

tive, where there cannot, however, be any thought of Sultan Schahriar.

"In this manner, developing quite freely the musical data taken as

a basis of the composition, I had in view the creation of an orchestral

suite in four movements, closely knit by the community of its themes

and motives, yet presenting, as it were, a kaleidoscope of fairy-tale

images and designs of Oriental character, — a method that I had to a

certain degree made use of in my 'Skazka' ('Fairytale'), the musical

data of which are as little distinguishable from the poetic as they are

in 'Scheherazade.' Originally I had even intended to label the move-

ments of 'Scheherazade': No. I. — 'Prelude'; No. II. — 'Ballade'; No.

III. — 'Adagio'; * No. IV. — 'Finale'; but on the advice of Liadov and

others I did not do so. My aversion for the seeking of a too definite

programme in my composition led me subsequently (in the new edi-

tion) to do away with even those hints of it which had lain in the

headings of each movement, such as: 'The Sea and Sindbad's Ship';

the 'Kalandar's Narrative,' etc.

"In composing 'Scheherazade' I meant these hints to direct but

slightly the hearer's fancy on the path which my own fancy had

traveled, and to leave more minute and particular conceptions to the

will and mood of each listener. All I had desired was that the hearer,

if he liked my piece as symphonic music, should carry away the im-

pression that it is beyond doubt an Oriental narrative of some numer-

ous and varied fairy-tale wonders, and not merely four pieces played

one after the other and composed on the basis of themes common to

all the four movements. Why, then, if that be the case, does my suite

bear the name, precisely, of 'Scheherazade? Because this name and the

subtitle ('After "The Thousand and One Nights" ') connote in every-

body's mind the East and fairy-tale wonders; besides, certain details

of the musical exposition hint at the fact that all of these are various

tales of some one person (which happens to be Scheherazade) enter-

taining therewith her stern husband."

Philip Hale, to whom such tales as these were a constant delight, has

discussed Rimsky-Korsakov's provocative hints from a full knowledge

of their sources:

"The programme is deliberately vague. To which one of Sindbad's

voyages is reference made? The story of which Kalandar — for there

were three that knocked on that fateful night at the gate of the house

of the three ladies of Baghdad? 'The young Prince and the young

* This movement is marked Andantino quasi allegretto in the score.



Princess,' — but there are so many in the 'Thousand Nights and a

Night.' 'The ship goes to pieces on a rock surmounted by a brass

warrior.' Here is a distinct reference to the third Kalandar's tale, the

marvellous adventure of Prince Ajib, son of Khazib; for the magnetic

mountain which shipwrecked Sindbad on his voyage was not sur-

mounted by 'a dome of yellow laton from Andalusia, vaulted upon

ten columns; and on its crown is a horseman who rideth a horse of

brass and holdeth in hand a lance of laton; and there hangeth on his

bosom a tablet of lead graven with names and talismans.' The com-

poser did not attempt to interline any specific text with music: he

endeavored to put the mood of the many tales into music, so that

W. E. Henley's rhapsody might be the true preface: —

' 'They do not go questing for accidents: their hour comes, and the

finger of God urges them forth, and thrusts them on in the way of

destiny. The air is horrible with the gross and passionate figments of

Islamite mythology. Afrits watch over them or molest them; they are

made captive of malignant Ghouls; the Jinns take bodily form and
woo them to their embraces. The sea-horse ramps at them from the

ocean floor; the great rock darkens earth about them with the shadow
of his wings; wise and goodly apes come forth and minister unto them;
enchanted camels bear them over evil deserts with the swiftness of the

wind, or the magic horse outspreads his sail-broad vannes, and soars
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with them; or they are borne aloft by some servant of the Spell till the

earth is as a bowl beneath them, and they hear the angels quiring at

the foot of the Throne. So they fare to strange and dismal places;

through cities of brass whose millions have perished by divine decree;

cities guilty of the cult of the Fire and the Light wherein all life has
been stricken to stone; on or to the magnetic mountain by whose hor-

rible attraction the bolts are drawn from the ship, and they alone
survive the inevitable wreck. And the end comes. Comes the Castle of

Burnished Copper, and its gates fly open before them; the forty dam-
sels, each one fairer than the rest, troop out at their approach; they

are bathed in odors, clad in glittering apparel, fed with enchanted
meats, plunged fathoms deep in the delights of the flesh. There is

contrived for them a private paradise of luxury and splendor, a prac-

tical Infinite of gold and silver stuffs and jewels and all things gorgeous
and rare and costly; and therein do they abide for evermore. You
would say of their poets that they contract immensity to the limits of

desire; they exhaust the inexhaustible in their enormous effort; they

stoop the universe to the slavery of a talisman, and bind the visible

and invisible worlds within the compass of a ring.'
"
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